Background: The purpose of this retrospective study was to investigate the relationship between serum iron levels and the prognosis and risk of recurrence in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Methods: A total of 253 HCC patients who underwent radical resection were involved in this study. Results: According to the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the optimal cut-off value for preoperative serum iron in the assessment of HCC postoperative prognosis was 94 ug/dL. The overall survival (OS) of patients in the high iron group was significantly better than that in the low iron group (p < 0.001). The recurrence rate of patients in the low iron group was higher than that in the high iron group (p = 0.011). Correlation analysis showed that preoperative serum iron level was correlated with tumor size >5 cm (χ 2 = 11.590, p < 0.001), recurrence (χ 2 = 5.714, p = 0.017) and microvascular invasion (χ 2 = 5.087, p = 0.024). In addition, univariate analysis showed that OS and disease-free survival (DFS) of HCC patients with high iron level were better than those with low iron level. Furthermore, multivariate COX proportional hazards regression analysis showed that serum iron ≤94 μg/dL, tumor size >5 cm, and microvascular invasion were independent predictors for shorter OS and DFS in HCC patients after operation, while recurrence was for shorter OS. Conclusion: Patients with low preoperative serum iron level had worse postoperative survival and higher recurrence rate in HCC. Preoperative serum iron is an independent predictor of HCC patients. For HCC patients with low iron levels, prognosis of patients may be improved if appropriate iron is supplemented.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the tumors with high incidence in the world, and is the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide. 1 Currently, the main clinical treatment methods for HCC are tumor resection, liver transplantation, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and artificial liver therapy. Due to the shortage of liver sources for liver transplantation, radical tumor resection is still the most feasible and effective method at present. 2 However, the high rate of recurrence and metastasis after HCC surgery and the low medium-long term survival rate are still huge clinical challenges. 3 Serum alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) is the "gold standard" for the diagnosis and monitoring of HCC, but due to its low sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of HCC, 4 it is not effective in the diagnosis for small hepatocellular carcinoma (SHCC), the ability of AFP to predict postoperative recurrence of HCC is limited. [5] [6] [7] Therefore, it is of great significance to explore novel clinical indicators for the evaluation of postoperative prognosis of patients with HCC. Iron is an essential microelement for the human body, which is involved in the physiological metabolism of the body, and disorder of iron metabolism is reflected in the occurrence of a variety of diseases. [8] [9] [10] [11] Studies have shown that the content of iron in human body is closely related to the occurrence and development of tumors. 12, 13 Iron plays an important role in tumor formation, tumor cell proliferation 14 and normal cell carcinogenesis, 15 including liver cancer. 16 In the liver, increased iron reserves can accelerate liver injury and fibrosis and even increase the possibility of HCC. 17 However, it is not clear whether the level of serum iron will affect the postoperative survival quality of patients with HCC. This study aims to explore the relationship between serum iron level and the prognosis of HCC, so as to provide an assessment of recurrence risk after radical resection and a non-invasive and convenient detection index for the prognosis of HCC.
Methods Subjects
In our study, 253 HCC patients who underwent radical resection at the Affiliated Hospital of Guilin Medical University were involved. From June 2007 to May 2012, a total of 756 patients were diagnosed with liver cancer in the Affiliated
Hospital of Guilin Medical University, after the exclusion of patients with combined cholangiocarcinoma and secondary liver cancer, 649 patients with HCC that met the diagnostic requirements remains. The diagnosis of HCC patients was mainly based on serological examination (mainly AFP) and imaging examination including computerized tomography (CT), ultrasonography (US) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and all patients were eventually confirmed as HCC by pathological diagnosis. Among these patients with HCC, patients who did not receive surgery, liver transplantation, non-radical resection and other non-conformance were excluded from the cohort, and the final number of patients included in the experimental cohort was 253 ( Figure 1 ). The surgical indications of radical hepatectomy in the research institute were as follows: the patient is in good general condition with no obvious organic lesions of heart, lung, kidney and other important organs; normal or only mildly impaired liver function (Child-Pugh class A); Or the liver function grade is Child-Pugh class B, which is restored to class A after short-term liver protection treatment. Liver reserve function (such as ICGR15) is basically within the normal range; no unresectable metastatic tumor was found. This study is in line with the declaration of Helsinki principles and has been approved by the research ethics committee of the Affiliated Hospital of Guilin Medical 
Excluded (n = 396 )
No surgery (n = 337) Received liver transplantion (n = 4) Non-radical surgery (n = 20) distant metastasis at the operation time (n = 11) Hospital mortality after surgery (in 90 days) (n = 3) Lost to follow-up (n = 21) 253 patients who Underwent radical resection were included in the final analysis Figure 1 The flow chart shows the screening process of patients for inclusion in the study. The specific data collection content and principles are described in our previous study. 18 All patients involved in the study received radical resection of HCC which was defined as complete resection of the tumor with a resection margin of at least 1cm, and no new lesions were found at the observation site with an interval of no less than 4 weeks. 19 Postoperative follow-up principles were the same as our previous studies. 18 Disease-free survival (DFS) was defined from the date of surgery to the date of metastasis, recurrence, death or the last follow-up, taking the earliest onset as the cut-off point. Overall survival (OS) was defined from the date of surgery to the date of death or the last follow-up. Neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and Systemic immune-inflammation index (SII) are important immunological indicators of liver cancer, which have been proven to be good predictors of postoperative survival of liver cancer.
20,21 SII = P × N/L, NLR = N/L, P, N, and L were the preoperative peripheral platelet, neutrophil, and lymphocyte counts, respectively.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve and Cut-off Value
In this study, the ROC curve was introduced to determine the best cut-off value for predicting the postoperative prognosis of patients with liver cancer. ROC curve is a series of curves drawn with positive rate (sensitivity) as ordinate and false-positive rate (1-specificity) as abscissa according to different dichotomies. AUC (area under curve) is defined as the area under ROC curve. The value range of AUC is between 0.5 and 1. The closer AUC is to 1.0, the more accurate the model is. By analyzing the sensitivity and specificity values of each point on the curve, an optimal cut-off value can be determined, under which serum iron has the best sensitivity and specificity for postoperative prediction of patients.
Data Analysis
The MedCalc statistical software version 11.3.0.0, combined with the subject operating characteristic (ROC) curve, were used to determine the optimal cut-off value for the assessment of HCC survival outcomes with serum iron. SPSS 24.0 software was used for statistical data analysis. Continuous variables conforming to the normal distribution were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and assessed with Student's t-test. The classified data were compared by Pearson chi-square test or Fish exact test. Correlation analysis was used to evaluate the relationship between preoperative serum iron levels and other clinicopathological indicators in HCC patients. KaplanMeier method and log rank test were used to analyze the OS, DFS and recurrence rate of patients. Univariate analysis and multivariate COX hazards regression model were used to determine the prognostic factors related to OS and DFS. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results

Patient Characteristics
The basic clinicopathological characteristics of the patients are listed in Table 1 . Baseline levels of major hematological 
The Optimal Cut-off Value of Serum Iron
According to ROC curve analysis, the AUC area of serum iron is 0.729 (95% CI, 0.670-0.783) in predicting the prognosis of HCC after operation. On this curve, the optimal cut-off value of preoperative serum iron level was 94 μg/dL, the sensitivity was 71.8% and the specificity was 64.3% ( Figure 2 ). In addition, based on this cutoff value, patients were divided into the high serum iron group (serum iron level >94 μg/dL, n = 109) and low serum iron group (serum iron level ≤94 μg/dL, n = 144).
Relationship Between Serum Iron and Clinicopathological Parameters Associated with HCC
The relationship between preoperative serum iron level and the clinicopathological parameters of HCC is shown in Figure 3 , patients with tumor size ≤5 cm, TNM I-II period, no microvascular invasion and no recurrence had higher serum iron levels. These results suggested that low serum iron levels were more likely to promote liver cancer progression, invasion and poor prognosis.
Serum Iron Was Negatively Correlated with Inflammatory Markers in HCC Patients
The correlation between serum iron level of HCC patients and SII as well as NLR is shown in Figure 4 , the serum iron level was negatively correlated with SII (r = -0.376, p < 0.001) and NLR (r = -0.284, p < 0.001). These results suggested that lower serum iron levels may contribute to the inflammatory microenvironment for tumor growth.
Application Value of Serum Iron Level in Prognosis Analysis of HCC Patients After Radical Resection
Kaplan-Meier method was used to analyze the survival of the patients, and it was found that the preoperative serum iron level affected the prognosis of the patients obviously. The postoperative recurrence rate of patients in the low serum iron group was higher than that in the high serum iron group (p = 0.025) ( Figure 5A) ; the serum iron level in the recurrence group was lower than the group with no recurrence (p = 0.0013) ( Figure 5B ). In addition, OS and DFS were shorter in the low serum iron group than in the high serum iron group (p = 0.001, p = 0.011) ( Figure 6A and B 20 ng/mL (n = 19). Kaplan-Meier analysis results of the two groups showed that there was no significant statistical difference in OS and DFS rates between the high AFP group and the low AFP group (p = 0.953, p = 0.941) ( Figure 6C and 6D) . According to the serum iron levels of SHCC patients, the patients were divided into high serum iron group with serum iron >94 μg/dL (n = 26) and low serum iron group with serum iron ≤94 μg/dL (n = 19). The mean values of OS and DFS in the high serum iron group were 75.94 and 71.11 months, respectively. The mean values of OS and DFS in the low serum iron group were 58.05 and 44.03 months, respectively. The OS of the high/low serum iron group in 1-, 3-, 5-, 7-years were: 1 year (1.00 vs 1.00), 3 years (0.923 vs 0.789), 5 years (0.844 vs 0.521) and 7 years (0.760 vs 0.463) (p = 0.024, Figure 6E and F). In conclusion, serum iron is obviously better than AFP in predicting postoperative survival of patients with SHCC.
Univariate and Multivariate Analysis for OS and DFS
As shown in Table 3 , the single factor analysis showed that HCC patients with high preoperative serum iron level had better OS [HR, 1.78; 95% confidence interval (CI), 1.48-2.87; p < 0.001] and DFS (HR, 1.63; 95% CI, 1.22-2.44; p = 0.001) than that with low preoperative serum iron. In addition, patients with tumor size <5 cm, TNM Ⅰ-Ⅱ period, no recurrence, no microvascular invasion, AFP < 20 ng/mL and SII < 330 had longer DFS and OS. Multivariate COX hazards regression analysis showed that, in addition to recurrence being an independent factor for poor OS prognosis, preoperative serum iron level ≤94 μg/dL, tumor size >5 cm and microvascular invasion were independent predictors for shorter OS and DFS in HCC patients (HR, 95% CI and p-value was shown in Table 3 ). 
Discussion
Currently, although some progress has been made in clinical diagnosis and treatment of HCC, the overall prognosis of HCC patients is still poor. 3 Therefore, selecting appropriate preoperative biomarkers to accurately assess the prognosis and risk of recurrence can provide a more optimal treatment scheme for the treatment of HCC. By analyzing the relation between clinicopathologic parameters and serum iron in HCC, we found that low serum iron level was correlated with larger tumor, microvascular invasion, higher TNM classification and recurrence. All of the above indicators can affect or directly reflect the malignancy and prognosis of HCC patients, 22, 23 which indicates that serum iron level can be used as a potential prognostic indicator of HCC.
As a necessary microelement in human body, iron has been proven to play an important role in the occurrence of immune diseases. 24 Iron ion protects RNA-binding protein PCBP1 from being cleaved and degraded by Caspase proteolytic enzymes, which can enhance the stability of target gene mRNA and promote the production of proinflammatory cytokines. 25 This study found that serum iron was negatively correlated with inflammatory indicators such as SII and NLR. The results suggested that low serum iron may accelerate the progress of tumor microenvironment and promote the proliferation and migration of tumor cells. Currently, in this cohort study, our results' analysis showed that patients with preoperative serum iron content ≤94 μg/dL had higher recurrence rates and worse OS and DFS after surgery. This suggested that serum iron could be used as a biomarker to predict the post-operative status (including survival and recurrence rates) of HCC patients and to participate in the risk assessment of surgery. Interestingly, some studies had also found that high serum iron could increase the incidence and mortality of cancers, 12, 26 which was inconsistent with our results. It was speculated that too high or too low serum iron level was not conducive to the health of tumor patients, which meant that only at a reasonable level, serum iron could play a good role of health guard for tumor patients.
The epidemiological statistical studies of HCC showed that the postoperative survival time of SHCC patients with single cancer nodule whose maximum diameter was not more than 3 cm or two cancer nodules A B Figure 5 Comparison of postoperative recurrence rates between patients in the high serum iron group and those in the low serum iron group. Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed significantly higher recurrence rates in patients with serum iron ≤94 μg/dL than in those with serum iron >94 μg/dL (A); classified scatter plots show the recurrence group had lower serum iron levels (B). In the overall population, Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed significantly shorter OS (A) and DFS (B) in HCC patients with serum iron ≤94 μg/dL than in those with serum iron >94 μg/dL. (C-F) In SHCC subgroup, no significant differences in OS (C) or DFS (D) are seen between AFP ≤20ng/mL and AFP >20ng/mL, OS (E) and DFS (F) of patients with serum iron ≤94 μg/dL were shorter than in those with serum iron >94 μg/dL. whose total diameter was not more than 3 cm, was better than that of other types of liver cancer clearly. 27, 28 Therefore, the postoperative prognosis assessment of SHCC subgroup patients was of great clinical significance. The results of postoperative follow-up of SHCC subgroup patients in this study showed that the postoperative survival time in the high iron group was better than that in the low iron group markedly. Although AFP as the most widely used biochemical diagnostic indicator of HCC in clinical practice, OS and DFS of SHCC patients involved in this study had no significant difference in AFP level (p > 0.05). The results were consistent with the conclusion in previous studies that AFP had limited ability to diagnosis and predict the prognosis of SHCC. Therefore, preoperative serum iron levels can be regarded as a biomarker for predicting the prognosis of early HCC.
However, the study still has unavoidable defects, the selection of subjects involved in the experiment has regional limitations. In the following studies, multi-center and multi-level prospective analysis can be adopted to minimize the biases of recruitment and follow-up, so as to provide a basis for improving the precise prognosis of HCC. In addition, the results of this study have not been verified by experiments in other aspects except retrospective analysis. In subsequent studies, corresponding animal models can be constructed to determine the prognosis of model animals by changing the serum iron content in animals, improving the scientific nature of the study from different perspectives.
Conclusion
Our results showed that patients with low preoperative serum iron level had worse postoperative survival and higher recurrence rate in HCC. Preoperative serum iron is an independent predictor for HCC. Serum iron also had a good predictive ability for prognosis of patients with SHCC. Serum iron could be involved in the comprehensive assessment of postoperative risk of HCC patients, which is of guiding significance for the selection of treatment methods for HCC patients, and helps to improve the rationality of clinical operation selection. For HCC patients with low serum iron level, appropriate iron supplementation may improve the prognosis of patients.
